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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET No. 13-   2 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF  3 

STEPHEN R. COLYER 4 

Submitted On Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

A. Witness Identification 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Stephen R. Colyer.  My business address is 370 South Main Street, Decatur, 10 

Illinois 62523. 11 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 12 

A. I am the Senior Director of Gas Operations & Services for Ameren Illinois Company 13 

d/b/a Ameren Illinois (AIC or the Company). 14 

Q. What are your current job duties and responsibilities as Senior Director of Gas 15 

Operations and Services? 16 

A. I am responsible for overseeing various components of the AIC natural gas business, 17 

including gas transmission and distribution engineering and design, gas storage field engineering 18 

and operations, pipeline safety compliance and administration, gas transmission and distribution 19 

integrity management, gas system planning, corrosion control, pressure control, odorization, 20 

field meter testing, gas apprentice training and qualification, quality assurance, gas standards and 21 

materials, gas control operations, and fleet services maintenance and acquisition. 22 
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Q. Please describe your educational background and prior work experience. 23 

A. See my Statement of Qualifications, attached as an Appendix to this testimony.   24 

B. Purpose, Scope and Identification of Exhibits 25 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 26 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to describe generally the processes for planning, 27 

budgeting and implementing both capital investment and operational and maintenance activities 28 

for gas distribution, transmission and storage operations.  My testimony covers the types of plant 29 

investment that will support gas service and be used and useful by the end of 2014.  The 30 

testimony covers the major specific projects that are disclosed in AIC’s F-4 Schedule that are not 31 

yet included in AIC’s approved rate base.  The testimony also covers blanket programs in 2013 32 

and 2014.  In addition, my testimony discusses activities planned for operation and maintenance 33 

(O&M) for gas distribution, transmission and storage for 2014.   34 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your direct testimony. 35 

A. The main conclusions of my testimony are: 36 

• The gas plant additions included in proposed rate base are necessary and have been 37 
or will be prudently incurred by 2014, including the major specific projects and 38 
blanket programs discussed below.   39 

• The operational and maintenance activities planned for 2014 are necessary to 40 
comply with federal and state pipeline safety regulations and strengthen pipeline 41 
safety while providing safe, adequate and reliable service to gas customers.   42 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your direct testimony? 43 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring Ameren Exhibit 7.1, which is AIC’s F-4 Schedule.   44 
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II. AIC OPERATIONS 45 

Q. Please describe generally AIC’s gas systems and operations. 46 

A. The AIC natural gas system consists of approximately 18,126 miles of transmission and 47 

distribution mains which deliver natural gas service to approximately 813,000 customers 48 

throughout a service territory of approximately 43,700 square miles.  In addition, AIC owns and 49 

operates twelve underground gas storage fields, which are utilized to store natural gas during 50 

non-winter periods and withdraw gas during the winter heating season.  The AIC gas system is 51 

connected to ten interstate pipelines from which it receives natural gas deliveries: Panhandle 52 

Eastern Pipe Line Company, Trunkline Gas Company, Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation, 53 

Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America, Texas Gas Transmission Corporation, Midwestern 54 

Gas Transmission Corporation, ANR Pipeline Company, Mississippi River Transmission 55 

Corporation, Northern Border Pipeline Company, Rockies Express Pipeline, LLC, and one 56 

Illinois gas utility: Nicor Gas.   57 

Q. How has AIC organized its natural gas operations? 58 

A. AIC’s natural gas operations are organized within the two primary functions of Division 59 

Operations and Gas Operations and Services and report organizationally to Mr. Ronald Pate, 60 

Vice President Division Operations and Technical Services.  AIC has six operating Divisions 61 

across the entire service territory.  Each Division is responsible for effectively managing day-to-62 

day gas activities within its area of responsibility including gas distribution construction, 63 

operations and maintenance, and completing customer requested work such as turning on gas 64 

service and responding promptly to all reported gas odors.  Also within Division Operations are 65 

the operational functions of construction and operations contractor management, damage 66 

prevention, and distribution design.  Gas Operations and Services is responsible for gas 67 
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engineering, operations and services functions including gas transmission and high pressure 68 

distribution engineering, design, and planning, gas storage engineering and operations, integrity 69 

management, gas control, pressure control, odorization, corrosion control, gas apprentice training 70 

and operator qualification, pipeline safety compliance, and gas quality assurance. 71 

Q. In general, how does AIC maintain the safety and integrity of its gas systems and 72 

operations? 73 

A. AIC is focused on the integrity of the gas systems and complying with pipeline safety 74 

regulations as the foundation of providing safe and reliable service to the gas customers.  AIC 75 

performs extensive, periodic operations and maintenance inspections as outlined in the U.S. 76 

Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) 77 

regulations to maintain the safety and integrity of the gas systems.  The regulations prescribe the 78 

minimum safety standards for pipeline facilities and the transportation of gas, are codified in 79 

Title 49 CFR Part 192 and have been adopted by the Illinois Commerce Commission 80 

(Commission). These activities include leak surveys of transmission and distribution systems, 81 

leakage monitoring and repairs, pipeline patrols, corrosion control inspections, pressure control 82 

and valve inspections, odorization inspections and damage prevention activities.  AIC also 83 

identifies, designs, and constructs facilities to comply with pipeline safety regulations and to 84 

maintain the safety, integrity, and reliability of the gas transmission and distribution systems and 85 

the gas storage field facilities.  By appropriately building, operating, and maintaining an effective 86 

gas system, AIC is able to provide gas systems and operations that are safe, adequate, and 87 

reliable.  Additionally, AIC has regular communications with the Commission’s Pipeline Safety 88 

Staff to discuss activities and actions being taken or planned by the Company toward 89 

strengthening pipeline safety. 90 
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Q. Describe how AIC assesses the safety and integrity of its gas systems and operations. 91 

A. In addition to the items previously described, AIC utilizes a Transmission Integrity 92 

Management Program (TIMP) and a Distribution Integrity Management Program (DIMP) which 93 

are designed to assess the integrity of the gas systems.  Both programs are required as part of the 94 

PHMSA pipeline safety regulations.  The TIMP was developed as part of a new pipeline safety 95 

regulation beginning in 2004 and includes performing transmission system integrity evaluations 96 

over an initial baseline assessment time period within the identified High Consequence Areas 97 

(HCAs).  The initial baseline assessments of approximately 80 miles of transmission pipeline 98 

within the HCAs were completed in December 2012.  The integrity of the transmission facilities 99 

will continue to be evaluated over the next assessment period of seven years as required by the 100 

pipeline safety regulations.  The DIMP is a pipeline safety requirement that was initiated by 101 

PHMSA in December 2009 and required initial implementation of the program by August 2011.  102 

AIC utilizes the DIMP to address threats/risks associated with the integrity of the gas distribution 103 

facilities.  The foundation of the program is a data intensive model of the gas system which is 104 

comprehensive in nature and evaluates the AIC gas distribution pipeline infrastructure to identify 105 

threats to the integrity of the gas distribution system.  The DIMP requirements require continual 106 

improvement to the data model and ongoing assessment of the threats to system integrity, 107 

identification of additional actions that are targeted to mitigate or reduce the integrity risk, and 108 

evaluation of the effectiveness of the mitigation efforts and the program.  The additional actions 109 

identified to comply with the DIMP regulations are comprised of both capital and O&M 110 

investments. 111 
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Q. Describe how AIC assesses the adequacy and reliability of its gas systems for 112 

providing service to customers. 113 

A. Gas engineering and planning studies are performed to identify areas of the gas 114 

distribution and transmission system that may require enhancements or additions to meet the 115 

system load requirements under peak day conditions.  The engineering studies consist of a 116 

planning assessment of the gas system that is performed using input from both a central planning 117 

engineering group as well as field engineering personnel.  The system planning group utilizes 118 

gas system models that simulate the performance of the gas system under a variety of 119 

temperature and operating conditions.  During the simulation, the model predicts pressures and 120 

flows and will identify any locations on the system where gas pressure is low and system 121 

enhancement may be required.  In addition, the models allow multiple scenarios to be reviewed 122 

so that system enhancements and reinforcements are optimized. 123 

Q. What are some operational changes that have occurred since AIC’s last rate case? 124 

A. AIC operates within a six Division structure across the entire service territory.  The 125 

structure of each Division incorporates at least two of the legacy companies’ service territories.  126 

This structure has provided for cross-functional learning and implementation of best practices as 127 

employees from different backgrounds work together in the Division operations function and 128 

within the Gas Operations and Services function.  As a single company, AIC has continued 129 

toward structuring roles and responsibilities that serve overall AIC gas operations objectives of 130 

enhancing the integrity, safety and reliability of the gas system and improving customer service 131 

without the limitations imposed by the artificial boundaries that existed under legacy Company 132 

ownership.  In 2012, AIC successfully negotiated changes to the International Brotherhood of 133 

Electrical Workers (IBEW) contracts to modify field operations responsibilities related to the 134 
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performance of corrosion control, pressure control (regulator station), and supervisory control 135 

and data acquisition (SCADA) activities.  For corrosion control, full-time technician positions 136 

with National Association of Corrosion Engineers qualification requirements were negotiated 137 

and implemented.  This enabled the corrosion control program to be implemented consistently 138 

and to perform inspections and maintenance under a single program across AIC utilizing full-139 

time corrosion control technicians.  For pressure control and SCADA, the negotiated changes 140 

modified gas technician responsibilities and job qualifications so that this specialized work is 141 

performed consistently and managed uniformly across the AIC gas system.  The Watch and 142 

Protect program was initiated in 2011 to reduce third-party excavation damage.  Third-party 143 

damage is the single greatest threat to the integrity of the gas system and can pose a risk to the 144 

safety of AIC employees and the general public.  In 2012, after a pilot program was initiated in 145 

an area of extensive boring activity, the program was strengthened with an emphasis toward 146 

reducing damage to the gas system related to third-party directional boring activity.  The AIC gas 147 

construction, operations, and maintenance quality assurance program was implemented to self 148 

audit compliance with pipeline safety requirements and identify areas of emphasis toward 149 

improving the operations and training of employees.  The DIMP was implemented in 2011 and is 150 

being utilized to identify the greatest threats to the integrity of the distribution system which 151 

allows AIC to identify the capital and O&M investments necessary to mitigate the integrity risks 152 

of the gas distribution system.  Also in 2012, AIC initiated actions necessary to comply with 153 

some of the initial requirements contained in the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job 154 

Creation Action of 2011 that was passed by Congress in December 2011 (Pipeline Safety Act).  155 

The Pipeline Safety Act contains extensive new requirements that will require substantial, 156 

additional investments in the gas transmission and distribution systems by AIC. 157 
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Q. Describe the transmission integrity program required by federal pipeline safety 158 

regulations. 159 

A. The TIMP program is a PHMSA regulation developed to assess the integrity of gas 160 

transmission pipelines.  The program follows requirements outlined in federal legislation passed 161 

in 2002 and enacted into regulation by PHMSA in 2004.  The program requires transmission 162 

pipe within HCAs to be assessed at a baseline level for integrity by December 17, 2012.  AIC has 163 

approximately 80 miles of pipe within an HCA.  HCA boundaries are reviewed every year to 164 

determine if any new facilities fall within an HCA.  Following the initial baseline assessment, all 165 

transmission pipelines within an HCA must be reassessed every seven (7) years thereafter, 166 

including any new pipe that falls within an HCA.  The assessment process evaluates the integrity 167 

of the pipe through both direct and indirect methods for any indication of weakness or concern 168 

that, for example, might indicate possible corrosion or identification of pipe wall loss.  At a 169 

location where there is an indication or a possible anomaly, the pipe is excavated and evaluated 170 

and a mitigating action plan is developed, as needed.  Mitigating actions can vary from minor 171 

coating repair to entire replacement of a pipeline section.     172 

Q. Has AIC identified capital investments and O&M activities to comply with the 173 

TIMP regulations and to strengthen the integrity and reliability of the gas transmission 174 

system? 175 

A. Yes. 176 

Q. What are examples of the transmission capital investments that will be implemented 177 

in the test year? 178 

A. The AIC transmission capital investments are primarily focused on maintaining and 179 

strengthening the integrity of the gas transmission facilities and performing activities as required 180 
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by the federal and state pipeline safety regulations.  AIC monitors the condition of its 181 

transmission facilities through patrols, leak surveys, damage prevention activities, and the TIMP 182 

assessments.  AIC has identified certain transmission facilities in areas which have, over time, 183 

become shallow or exposed to the environment due to soil erosion and other environmental 184 

factors.  A shallow or exposed transmission main presents a risk of damage to the main, which 185 

can negatively impact public safety and system reliability.  AIC has developed mitigation plans 186 

and has prioritized the replacement of shallow or exposed mains.  AIC is also planning to replace 187 

approximately eight miles of 1930’s vintage transmission pipeline between the Peoria Gate and 188 

Fisher Road regulator stations, approximately four miles of which will be replaced by the end of 189 

2014.  AIC acquired the pipeline from Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company (PEPL) in the 190 

1970’s.  The pipeline, due to its age, history, and construction, has limited documentation and 191 

was constructed with mechanical fittings which were an industry construction method of the 192 

time.  AIC is confident the pipeline will not meet new pipeline safety requirements outlined in 193 

the Pipeline Safety Act for ensuring integrity, including validation of the Maximum Allowable 194 

Operating Pressure (MAOP).  AIC also plans to begin installing Remote Shutoff Valves (RSVs) 195 

as part of meeting the Pipeline Safety Act requirements.  It is anticipated the valves can be 196 

installed in strategic locations on transmission mains to enhance pipeline safety in the event of an 197 

emergency situation that would require shut down of a pipeline.  Additionally, AIC is beginning 198 

a multi-year effort to install Over Pressure Protection (OPP) facilities on both transmission and 199 

distribution pipeline gate stations (points of gas delivery) to provide enhanced protection from 200 

accidental over-pressurization of AIC pipelines.  The OPP is being installed as a result of 201 

Interstate Transmission Pipeline operator’s equipment malfunctions that have resulted or can 202 

result in the over-pressurization of AIC facilities.  The potential over-pressurization is a threat to 203 
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system integrity and the actions being taken are consistent with the discussions between AIC and 204 

the ICC Pipeline Safety Staff. 205 

Q. What are examples of the transmission O&M activities that will be implemented in 206 

the test year? 207 

A. The TIMP program requires on-going reassessment of transmission pipelines within 208 

HCA’s every seven (7) years.  As previously mentioned, the baseline HCA assessments were 209 

completed in 2012.  AIC plans to conduct approximately 12 miles of reassessments in 2014.  In 210 

addition, AIC is planning to expand the TIMP assessment program to include additional miles of 211 

transmission pipeline based on requirements outlined in the Pipeline Safety Act.  The Company 212 

is also actively working to protect pipeline rights-of-way from encroachments, which can put the 213 

facilities at risk and can also place the public at risk when occupying space within the boundaries 214 

of the right-of-way.  AIC is actively collecting additional pipeline information from a new buried 215 

pipe examination process.  The information provides improvements in data quality and the 216 

accuracy of maps and condition factors used for TIMP and transmission operations.  AIC is 217 

gathering precision location information, including pipeline elevations, and overlaying those on 218 

new, modern mapping backgrounds.  The data is required as a basis for evaluating where 219 

potential issues such as internal corrosion may exist.  The information and data also allows AIC 220 

to validate the precise location, in relationship to the gas pipeline, of public structures, foreign 221 

utilities, third party excavations, and ensures operations activities and assessments are accurately 222 

performed and comply with pipeline safety regulations. 223 
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Q. Has AIC identified distribution capital investments and O&M activities to comply 224 

with the DIMP regulations and to strengthen the integrity and reliability of the gas 225 

distribution system? 226 

A. Yes. 227 

Q. What are examples of the distribution capital investments that will be implemented 228 

in the test year? 229 

A. AIC plans to relocate approximately 9,950 ft. of 12 in. steel pipe and 1,630 ft. of 2 in. 230 

pipe in Pekin at the request of the City.  AIC also plans to replace mechanically-joined 231 

distribution mains and services, installed predominantly in the 1950’s and 1960’s, which are at 232 

the end of their useful life.  The mechanical couplings, which can have a sealing material that 233 

can deteriorate or bolts than can loosen over time, are identified within the DIMP.  Based on the 234 

DIMP risk assessments, which identify those assets that are the greatest threat to the integrity of 235 

the distribution system, AIC has been actively replacing and plans to continue to replace 236 

mechanically coupled mains and services, and eliminate abandoned or inactive services to 237 

improve system integrity.  These activities are part of the mitigation activities identified through 238 

the DIMP and are regarded by AIC as necessary to comply with the federal and state pipeline 239 

safety regulations.  AIC has also identified gas service risers installed with a tracer wire attached 240 

to the steel mains, for providing cathodic protection, that are beginning to fail.  As a result, gas 241 

service risers that may lack cathodic protection, which prevents corrosion, are also being 242 

replaced as a mitigation activity with the DIMP and is consistent with the discussions and 243 

information provided to the ICC Pipeline Safety Staff.  Additionally, as a result of Interstate 244 

Transmission Pipeline operator's equipment malfunctions which have resulted or can result in the 245 

over-pressurization of AIC distribution facilities, and in concert with transmission OPP capital 246 
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improvements mentioned previously, in 2013 and 2014, AIC is beginning a multi-year effort to 247 

install OPP facilities on distribution pipeline gate stations (points of gas delivery) to provide 248 

enhanced protection from accidental over-pressurization of AIC pipelines.  The potential over-249 

pressurization is a threat to system integrity and these facility additions are being completed as 250 

part of the DIMP program to mitigate integrity risk.  These actions are consistent with the 251 

discussions between AIC and the ICC Pipeline Safety Staff. 252 

Q. What are examples of the distribution O&M activities that will be implemented in 253 

the test year? 254 

A. The proposed distribution O&M activities are primarily focused on meeting all pipeline 255 

safety requirements and on improvements and enhancements to strengthen the integrity and 256 

reliability of the gas system.  The single, largest threat to the integrity of the gas distribution 257 

system is from third-party excavation damage.  AIC is mitigating this threat through proactive 258 

coordination and monitoring of third-party excavators.  A third-party excavator damage 259 

prevention program instituted in 2011 and strengthened in 2012 called “Watch and Protect” is 260 

targeted at enhancing public safety and system integrity and reliability by reducing third-party 261 

damage, which can result in uncontrollable escaping natural gas.  AIC is also strengthening 262 

public safety by performing sewer cross bore inspections where gas mains and services installed 263 

with early vintage boring technology and practices may have intersected public sewers.  This 264 

inspection practice has been recognized by the gas industry and pipeline safety regulators as 265 

important and beneficial in reducing risk to public safety.  In addition to scheduled repairs of 266 

previously identified gas leaks, the DIMP program has also identified additional or accelerated 267 

actions (A&A’s), as required by the DIMP regulations, to improve facility integrity through 268 

targeted leak repairs.  Specific materials known to the gas industry that are more prone to failure, 269 
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such as Aldyl A polyethylene gas service tee caps, will be repaired proactively.  There are 270 

cathodically isolated gas service risers that were originally installed with trace wire and 271 

identified previously in my testimony that are being added to the AIC compliance monitoring 272 

program requiring periodic inspections.  Monitoring these service risers will ensure cathodic 273 

protection integrity is being maintained.  In parallel with transmission investments, 274 

improvements to facility data accuracy and mapping backgrounds as well as pipe condition 275 

information captured from the buried pipe examination process and new service installations, 276 

will all be meaningful and will facilitate continuous improvement to the AIC DIMP and 277 

improving the underlying risk model.  The program must be continuously improved and 278 

strengthened in order to effectively identify the integrity risks to the distribution system and 279 

additional gas system data and information is fundamental to improvement.  AIC also plans 280 

additional activities, including painting of above ground facilities to prevent atmospheric 281 

corrosion, which will extend the life of facilities and maintain safety and integrity of the facilities 282 

by preventing corrosion leaks. 283 

Q. What is a sewer cross bore inspection? 284 

A. A sewer cross bore as it relates to the natural gas system is generally described as a gas 285 

facility that has unintentionally intersected a sewer main or lateral.  A sewer cross bore 286 

inspection is a process of inspecting a sewer main and/or lateral to determine if a cross bore with 287 

a gas facility occurred during the past and is present. 288 

Q. How did sewer cross bores occur in the past? 289 

A. Many years ago, installation of gas facilities typically involved open cutting the ground 290 

using a trencher, backhoe, or other similar equipment.  Any intersection of a sewer line or other 291 

utility could typically be observed.  As installation techniques improved, trenchless construction 292 
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equipment began to be utilized, such as pneumatic ground piercing tools (mole) and machines 293 

that rotated a boring rod that was pushed through the ground.  In the 1990’s, the development 294 

and use of trenchless, horizontal directional drilling (HDD) to install gas facilities increased 295 

significantly.  These trenchless construction techniques and the accepted industry installation 296 

practices from the past resulted in sewer cross bores being unknowingly created (legacy sewer 297 

cross bores). 298 

Q. What safety concern do the legacy cross bores create for the AIC customers and the 299 

public? 300 

A. When a legacy sewer cross is present and where a polyethylene gas facility is installed, it 301 

may create an obstruction in the sewer.  If a sewer cleaning auger is utilized to remove the 302 

obstruction, it can penetrate the polyethylene gas facility and cause an uncontrolled release of 303 

gas.  This circumstance would provide a path for the gas that is released to go directly into a 304 

structure, causing a potential hazard. 305 

Q. Has AIC identified legacy sewer cross bores as a threat to the integrity of the 306 

distribution system and identified actions to mitigate the threat as required by the DIMP 307 

regulations? 308 

A. Yes.  AIC has identified legacy sewer cross bores as a potential threat to the integrity of 309 

the distribution system.  Since this is identified as part of the DIMP, taking action to mitigate the 310 

threat is regarded by AIC as necessary to comply with the federal and state pipeline safety 311 

regulations.  AIC has performed some preliminary cross bore inspections in 2011 and 2012; 312 

however, the Company believes that the level of inspections should be increased.  The primary 313 

location for these inspections will be in areas where it is believed cross bores are more likely to 314 

exist which, in general, would be installations up through the late 1990's.  AIC intends to 315 
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implement additional legacy cross bore inspections in 2013 and in 2014, and perform ongoing 316 

cross bore inspections into future years due to the potential impact on customer and public 317 

safety.  It is anticipated the ongoing inspections could continue for at least ten years or more. 318 

Q. Has AIC identified capital investments and O&M activities to strengthen the 319 

integrity and reliability of the gas storage fields? 320 

A. Yes. 321 

Q. What capital investments will be implemented in the test year for gas storage 322 

operations? 323 

A. The capital investments to be implemented related to gas storage include integrity 324 

assessments and installation of facilities on the transmission (gathering) lines used to inject gas 325 

into and withdraw gas out of the storage field to maintain safe and reliable operations.  Included 326 

in the investments are the installation of re-boiler skid and dehydration tower equipment ensure 327 

the storage fields can maintain acceptable moisture requirements and the fields are available and 328 

reliable when required for withdrawals. Well measurement installations are planned at individual 329 

well sites to strengthen AIC’s ability to monitor the performance of the gas wells and the overall 330 

storage field and aid in the ability to identify when and where gas well performance is declining 331 

or suspected of declining.  AIC also plans installation of tubing and packers to isolate and protect 332 

flow casing in injection withdrawal wells to maximize withdrawal production and also enhance 333 

the safety and integrity of the gas wells. 334 
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Q. What O&M expenses will be implemented in the test year for gas storage 335 

operations? 336 

A. O&M expenses are comprised of a number different activities and resources including 337 

labor, contractors, materials, and tools, which when combined allow the completion of O&M 338 

activities.  The planned O&M expense activities to be implemented for the gas storage fields 339 

include maintaining capabilities to perform purification of the gas withdrawn from storage and 340 

ensure pipeline quality gas is delivered into the system from the gas storage fields; logging of 341 

storage wells to ensure the integrity of the well bore; gas storage well work overs to address well 342 

performance issues that can naturally develop over time; well testing to provide information 343 

related to the performance of the wells tested; maintenance work on wellhead assemblies to 344 

assure they are maintained to prevent leakage; reservoir modeling to analyze the performance of 345 

the reservoirs modeled; and also painting of facilities to protect against atmospheric corrosion. 346 

III. PLANT INVESTMENT 347 

Q. What types of plant investments are included in AIC’s proposed rate base? 348 

A. The majority of plant investment included in AIC’s rate base is classified as Distribution 349 

Plant.  AIC’s gas rate base also includes Transmission Plant, Gas Storage Plant, and costs for 350 

General and Intangible (G&I) Plant, Materials and Supplies (M&S) and Construction Work in 351 

Progress (CWIP).  As explained in the testimony of AIC witness, Mr. Ronald D. Stafford, AIC’s 352 

rate base includes only the portion of G&I costs assigned to the gas function. 353 

Q. What is Distribution Plant? 354 

A. The assets that make up Distribution Plant are those assets that are used to deliver the 355 

natural gas to AIC’s customers from the AIC transmission and storage facilities or the interstate 356 
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pipeline companies to which they connect.  The distribution facilities include mains, service 357 

lines, valves, regulators, and meters. 358 

Q. What is Transmission Plant? 359 

A. The assets that make up the Transmission Plant are those that connect primarily to AIC’s 360 

gas storage facilities or the interstate pipeline companies that deliver gas to AIC.  The 361 

transmission facilities typically operate at high pressure and traverse long distances to the 362 

customer load centers where they connect with the lower pressure distribution facilities.  The 363 

transmission facilities include mains, valves, regulators, and meters. 364 

Q. What is Storage Plant? 365 

A. The assets that make up the Gas Storage Plant are those that are utilized to inject, store, 366 

process, and withdraw natural gas for delivery into the transmission or distribution system.  The 367 

storage facilities include mains, gas wells, compressors, regulators, meters, and purification 368 

equipment. 369 

Q. How does AIC further categorize its Distribution, Transmission and Storage Plant? 370 

A. Investment in distribution, transmission, and storage service generally falls into three 371 

categories:  Maintenance Investment, System Improvements, and Customer-Specific 372 

Investments. 373 

Q. What are Maintenance Investments? 374 

A. Under normal circumstances, equipment and facilities have an expected, useful life.  375 

Maintenance Investments are generally required when facilities wear out, break down or become 376 

obsolete.  When equipment reaches the end of its useful life, it needs to be replaced to maintain 377 

system integrity or reliability.  AIC identifies the facilities, equipment, pipes and other assets that 378 
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need to be replaced due to condition, failure, maintenance cost, obsolescence, or general wear 379 

and tear.  Assets can also be damaged and need to be replaced before the end of their expected 380 

useful life. 381 

Q. What are System Improvements? 382 

A. System Improvements include work that upgrades or enhances existing facilities.  System 383 

Improvement investments are typically made to comply with pipeline safety regulations and to 384 

maintain or improve the integrity, reliability, and capacity of AIC's overall gas systems. 385 

Q. What are Customer-Specific Investments? 386 

A. Customer-Specific Investments include facilities and other assets for customers who are 387 

building new homes and businesses.  These investments also include the related facilities for 388 

capacity expansions, metering and regulation, relocation of facilities, extending gas mains, and 389 

other facilities requested by customers. 390 

Q. How does AIC identify the need for Plant Investment? 391 

A. AIC identifies the need for Plant Investment by looking at, among other things, the 392 

operational capabilities and limitations of the existing facilities, the age of the existing 393 

infrastructure, current and future economic trends, expected system loads, requirements of its 394 

customers or federal, state or local government, federal and state pipeline safety regulations, and 395 

the costs and benefits of newer or more modern technology or other system enhancements.  AIC 396 

relies on these and other planning criteria to evaluate how it should invest to replace, expand, 397 

augment or redesign its distribution assets. 398 
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Q. How does AIC ensure Plant Investments are necessary and prudently incurred? 399 

A. Before any major Plant Investment is made, AIC employs a standard management 400 

process that includes identification of the need for a particular project, consideration of possible 401 

alternatives, selection of a reasonable option based on technical and economic criteria, and 402 

planning the design and construction work in accordance with federal and state pipeline safety 403 

requirements and generally accepted industry standards.  Smaller, routine investments are 404 

managed through blanket programs discussed later in my testimony.   405 

Q. Please elaborate on the identification of capital spending for projects needed to 406 

address capabilities and limitations of existing facilities, the integrity of existing 407 

infrastructure, and expected system capacity. 408 

A. AIC regularly monitors gas system performance and evaluates system capabilities as load 409 

increases and shifts over time due to customer load changes.  The Company performs 410 

comprehensive gas system hydraulic analysis as well to ensure gas transmission and distribution 411 

systems can safely and reliably meet peak day demand periods.  Peak periods typically include 412 

winter peaks or seasonal peaks, such as fall harvest grain dryer and summer asphalt plant usage.  413 

Gas system modifications are identified when system capacity reinforcement is required to meet 414 

peak periods.  Gas system performance, integrity, and condition are also monitored through 415 

regular surveys, inspections, and the DIMP and TIMP integrity programs.  The Integrated 416 

Spending and Prioritization (ISP) tool is utilized to evaluate projects and to help prioritize the 417 

projects.  Projects are prioritized using criteria such as reliability, integrity and condition, as well 418 

as operational conditions and potential impact on public safety, to optimize the prioritization of 419 

projects across AIC.   420 
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Q. Please elaborate on the evaluation of capital spending for projects needed to meet 421 

the specific requests of AIC’s customers. 422 

A. Customer requested projects are evaluated based on the nature of the request.  Gas load 423 

additions are evaluated for system capabilities and required system additions and modifications 424 

needed to serve the request.  Any modification required, including customer obligation costs, is 425 

communicated to customers.  Customer relocation projects are performed at the request of 426 

customers when gas facilities are in conflict with customer projects or facilities.   427 

Q. Please elaborate on the evaluation of capital spending for projects needed for 428 

federal, state or local government and public works. 429 

A. Capital spending for federal, state, local government, and/or public works are typically 430 

requests to relocate a gas facility that is in conflict with a government project.  Capital project are 431 

costs to relocate facilities to a new locations that are located on public easement or right-of-ways. 432 

Q. Why does AIC also categorize its plant investment as either blanket programs or 433 

specific programs? 434 

A. Blanket Programs encompass many similar activities that are typically of a high volume 435 

and lower cost.  Most are tasks that are performed repetitiously or continuously throughout the 436 

year.  Utilizing Blanket Programs enables management to group together categories of individual 437 

tasks and track the associated costs collectively.  Otherwise, the costs for these routine activities 438 

would be spread out across many departments, activities, projects, or functions.  Grouping them 439 

provides higher visibility, improves planning and budgeting, and enables better analysis of 440 

problems, opportunities, trends, and other attributes of the work, which are all important to 441 

ensuring good work management. 442 
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AIC also identifies projects that are considered Specific Projects.  These projects are 443 

considered on the merits of each project individually.  Specific Projects are generally higher-cost 444 

investments or serve a unique purpose.  The Company has a process in place that allows for the 445 

consideration of how resources may best be distributed across departments and functions when it 446 

comes to funding.  The major Specific Projects and Blanket Programs included in AIC's 447 

proposed rate base for this filing are discussed further below. 448 

Q. How are Blanket Programs and Specific Projects implemented and funded? 449 

A. Generally, Blanket Programs are funded at an annual anticipated spending level.  The 450 

categories are reviewed during the annual budget review process, and Blanket Program funds 451 

may be adjusted based on information that has become known since the last budget year.  452 

Although AIC cannot predict the exact future of spending requirements, a historical look back 453 

provides a starting point for developing a budget for Blanket Programs.  Specific Projects are 454 

typically implemented according to a five-year plan.  The Company also performs planning 455 

studies on an ongoing basis, which may identify additional projects and necessitate amending the 456 

plans to address changing conditions and project priorities.   457 

Q. What is the process for prioritizing and approving Specific Projects? 458 

A. There are often several investment alternatives available to address a specific capital 459 

project or improvement.  While AIC management has the final authority to approve large capital 460 

investments, it also relies on technology to first stratify projects based on various criteria (i.e. 461 

projects that are required for new customer work, projects that provide a higher level of system 462 

integrity or reliability, etc.). 463 
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 Projects estimated to cost $100,000 or more are entered into a program which provides an 464 

overall score based on several criteria.  The ISP tool allows the user to select variables in 465 

categories such as safety, reliability, performance, integrity, risk, financial parameters, and 466 

business process improvement.  Once the ISP tool assigns the project a score, it ranks it among 467 

all potential projects.  This process and tool is designed to provide a criteria-based prioritization 468 

and ranking between potential projects. 469 

 Projects are reviewed by the AIC Central Review Committee (CRC) to determine when 470 

or if they should be funded.  The CRC meets regularly and consists of several AIC management 471 

and leadership employees who have the knowledge and authority to assess the results of the ISP 472 

tool and make any necessary modifications based on overall capital funding and project 473 

scheduling requirements.  Because there are generally more projects than available funding, this 474 

process helps to ensure that the highest priority projects are selected.  475 

Q. Once funding for a Specific Project or Blanket Program is approved, how does AIC 476 

proceed to manage the implementation of that investment? 477 

A. Specific Projects have an individual who acts as a project manager.  This is quite often a 478 

lead engineer who is familiar with the entire project and is responsible for its implementation.  479 

The project manager is responsible to ensure that the investment expense is managed in 480 

accordance with the approved level of spending.  Actual project costs are monitored and 481 

reviewed on a periodic basis. 482 

 Blanket Programs typically cover year-to-year categories of work and fall within a 483 

projected range.  The periodic review also includes Blanket Programs to ensure actual spending 484 

is aligned to the budget, and that funds will be available throughout the remainder of the 485 

budgeting period.    486 
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Q. Once funding for Specific Projects or Blanket Programs is approved, does AIC 487 

subsequently re-assess the need for the approved level of funding? 488 

A. Yes.  As part of the standard business practice, the Company regularly reviews the capital 489 

budget after approval.  The CRC meets to review the status of projects and the Company's 490 

operational spending.  This ongoing review process ensures alignment between available funds 491 

and projects, which support safe and reliable service.  As priorities change, Specific Projects 492 

placed in that budget and planned for that year may be deferred or cancelled for a variety of 493 

reasons.  For example, priorities and projects could change due to customers deciding not to 494 

pursue the work, gas planning analysis identifying inadequate capacity for winter peak day, 495 

higher priority work evolving due to inspection and maintenance data, emergency needs arising, 496 

or perhaps government relocation work is being requested or being deferred.  In addition, design 497 

changes, permit requirements, land or right-of-way acquisitions, cost recovery and regulatory 498 

uncertainty are all factors that can cause the timetable for completion of a Specific Project to be 499 

postponed or extended.  Necessary new projects may be identified as well.  Likewise, Specific 500 

Projects may also be expanded, accelerated or added to the budget to address reliability concerns 501 

or changed circumstances.  Capital may be reallocated from Specific Projects being deferred or 502 

cancelled into other Specific Projects that require additional funding or into standing work 503 

orders.  Without that flexibility in allotting and reallocating available funds, a utility cannot 504 

adequately react to and manage changes in priorities so that it can continue to provide a level of 505 

service that remains safe and reliable.  This ongoing process ensures high priority, and 506 

consequently, previously unknown, but necessary, work can be funded.   507 
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Q. What is General Plant? 508 

A. General plant accounts for assets that are not specific to one project or function.  For 509 

example, a piece of equipment may be used for multiple projects or serve a variety of day-to-day 510 

purposes.   511 

Q. What is process for determining the need for General Plant Investment? 512 

A. General Plant is allocated through Administrative & General accounting.  Mr. Stafford 513 

discusses the Asset Separation Project (ASP) in his direct testimony.  General plant supports 514 

delivery service through the use of buildings, computers, tools, trucks, etc., items that are 515 

common and necessary in operating a business but not specific to one department or job.  516 

General Plant is determined based on need.  Vehicles and equipment, for example, are reviewed 517 

on a periodic basis.  Not only age, but also vehicle maintenance repairs may be used to 518 

determine the need for replacement.   519 

Q. What is Intangible Plant? 520 

A. Intangible Plant additions are typically the software programs the utility uses. 521 

Q. How does AIC determine the need for Intangible Plant Investment? 522 

A. Intangible Plant is used for providing delivery service to AIC gas retail customers in day-523 

to-day functions.  For example, software may be updated and no longer supported by a vendor.  524 

The Company must upgrade to the next version.  In other instances, the business needs may be 525 

greatly enhanced by features associated with updated or new software programs. 526 
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Q. Do you believe the gas plant investment AIC proposes to include in rate base is 527 

necessary and will be prudently incurred? 528 

A. Yes.  I believe the plant additions are necessary to ensure safe, adequate and reliable 529 

service.  The investments planned for 2013 and 2014 also have been included in the construction 530 

budgets approved by AIC’s Board of Directors.  Once a project is funded in an approved budget, 531 

it becomes subject to the guidelines and procedures discussed above.  These guidelines and 532 

procedures help to ensure the implementation of capital projects, once identified as necessary, 533 

budgeted for and approved, are executed in a prudent manner. 534 

Q. What are the principal reasons for AIC's forecasted plant investment?   535 

A. The need for the planned gas plant additions can be attributed to several reasons, 536 

including the need to implement the maintenance investments, system improvements and 537 

customer-specific investments that AIC determined can be prudently incurred, given the 538 

identified need for and expected benefits of the investment.  It is fundamental to note that a 539 

major consideration and purpose of AIC investments for maintenance and system improvements 540 

is founded upon meeting (or exceeding) the minimum requirements of federal and state pipeline 541 

safety regulations.  This includes mitigating the risks identified in the AIC integrity management 542 

programs, TIMP and DIMP, strengthening pipeline safety for the purpose of improving public 543 

safety and the safety of AIC’s customers, new pipeline safety regulations that are enacted, and 544 

also as a result of AIC’s ongoing communications and discussions with the Commission Pipeline 545 

Safety Staff.  My testimony below identifies AIC's major Specific Projects to be included in rate 546 

base, as listed on the Company's F-4 Schedule, attached as Ameren Exhibit 7.1 to this testimony.   547 
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Q. Do you expect the planned plant additions to be used and useful by the December 548 

31, 2014? 549 

A. Yes.  AIC reasonably expects it will place in service the aggregate level of forecasted 550 

Plant Investment in the forecast as used and useful by December 31, 2014. 551 

Q. Do you expect the planned plant additions to be prudently incurred? 552 

A. Yes.  As noted earlier in my testimony, before any Plant Investment is made, AIC 553 

employs a standard management process that includes identification of the need for a particular 554 

project, consideration of possible alternatives, selection of a reasonable option based on technical 555 

and economic criteria, and planning the design and construction work in accordance with 556 

generally accepted industry standards.  Smaller, routine investments are managed through 557 

Blanket Programs.  The purpose of the Company's planning process is to ensure that plant 558 

investment is necessary and can be prudently incurred. 559 

IV. MAJOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 560 

Q. What additional testimony are you providing on AIC’s capital expenditures? 561 

A. In addition to my testimony above on the types of plant investments that AIC has 562 

included in rate base, I will address major Specific Projects and Blanket Programs. 563 

Q. Are you familiar with the Commission's filing requirements in Section 285.6100? 564 

A. Yes.  Although I am not a lawyer, it is my understanding Part 285 requires any utility 565 

seeking a general increase in rates to include in its testimony certain information related to 566 

capital projects listed on its F-4 Schedule.  83 Ill. Adm. Code 285.6100(a).  Specifically, in 567 

Schedule F-4, AIC must provide the following information for its top ten most costly gas 568 

additions that meet the minimum cost of project threshold:  1) a description of the investment 569 
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project; 2) the date the investment project started; 3) the date the investment project was 570 

completed; 4) the cost to complete the investment project; 5) the reason for the investment 571 

project; 6) the alternatives considered and the reasons for rejecting each such alternative; and 7) 572 

a list of reports relied upon by management when deciding to pursue the investment project.  83 573 

Ill. Adm. Code 285.6100(b).  It is my understanding the reports have been included as 574 

workpapers to this filing.  For any remaining projects on the F-4 Schedule, AIC would have to 575 

provide 1) a description of the investment projects; 2) the cost to complete the investment 576 

project; and 3) the reason for the investment project.  83 Ill. Adm. Code 285.6100(c).  For 577 

purposes of this filing, however, AIC has provided the same level of information for all projects 578 

disclosed in the attached F-4 schedule for Staff's benefit. 579 

Q. What is the applicable minimum cost of project threshold for the F-4 Schedule filed 580 

in this proceeding? 581 

A. For gas utilities like AIC with net plant greater than $50 million but less than $1 billion, 582 

the minimum cost of projects for which information must be provided under Section 285.6100 is 583 

the higher of .2% of net plant or $1,000,000.  For AIC, it is my understanding the applicable 584 

minimum project cost for a gas plant addition to trigger a disclosure in the F-4 Schedule for this 585 

filing is approximately $1.8 million. 586 

Q. Does the Company's F-4 Schedule meet the requirements of Section 285.6100? 587 

A. Yes. AIC has provided the information required under Section 285.6100 and Section 588 

286.20 in its F-4 Schedules, associated work papers and its direct testimony. 589 
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Q. Have you reviewed the list of projects provided in compliance with Section 590 

285.6100(a)? 591 

A. Yes.  Fourteen projects met the criteria for inclusion on AIC's Schedule F-4. 592 

Q. Are you familiar with these projects? 593 

A. Yes.  I am generally familiar with the information disclosed in the F-4 Schedule for these 594 

projects based on my managerial responsibilities or participation in the preparation of this filing.   595 

Q. What are the projects listed on Schedule F-4? 596 

A. The following projects are listed on Schedule F-4: 597 

• Project J01HP – Enterprise Asset Management Implementation 598 

• Project J01HZ – Mobile Work Management System Implementation 599 

• Project J00QW – Small Volume Gas Transport System  600 

• Project 26122 – AIC Gas – 2014 Purchase Vehicles 601 

• Project J01ZV – Gas System Enhancements 602 

• Project J01TC – Replace Approximately 4 Miles of 16” Main on the 100 Line – 603 
Phase I 604 

• Project 24441 – AIC Gas – 2013 Purchase Vehicles 605 

• Project 28211 – Illinois Network Redesign – Phase 3 606 

• Project 28506 – Entegrate Replacement (Allegro) 607 

• Project 28210 – Microwave Upgrades AIC – Phase 2 608 

• Project 29183 – Replace Compressor Hillsboro Storage Field 609 

• Project 26844 – Relocate 8 in. Transmission Main on Rt. 37 near West Frankfort 610 

• Project J01B8 – Pekin VFW Relocation 611 

• Project 24379 – Ashmore – Replace Compressor and Engine 612 
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Q. Please describe Project J01HP – Enterprise Asset Management Implementation. 613 

A. Project J01HP includes the software, hardware, labor, and consulting that is required to 614 

implement the Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) software. 615 

Q. Why is Project J01HP necessary? 616 

A. AIC determined that the best way to meet new DIMP regulations and an ICC 617 

commitment to implement changes which substantially improve the quality, accuracy, and 618 

completeness of Ameren's Gas records by 2014 to ensure regulatory compliance, was to replace 619 

Gas Compliance System (GCS) with a strategic Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) system 620 

and Mobile Work Management (MWM) system.  This project will not only reduce the 621 

Company’s risk of non-compliance to current regulatory requirements, it also provides a 622 

platform to accommodate future and changing requirements.  The improved quality of gas 623 

records and increased knowledge of facilities enables a more robust strategy in determining work 624 

priorities.  In 2012, the formal selection for the software was conducted and AIC selected IBM 625 

Maximo EAM and ClickSoftware. 626 

Q. What work will Project J01HP require? 627 

A. Project J01HP requires replacing the current GCS system with the new EAM. 628 

Q. When is Project J01HP expected to be completed? 629 

A. Project J01HP will be completed by December 2014. 630 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project J01HP? 631 

A. The forecasted cost for implementing EAM is $12,451,985. 632 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project J01HP? 633 

A. Three alternatives were evaluated for Project J01HP.  First, AIC could have kept the 634 

current GCS, implemented mobile, and integrated with GTech.  Option 2 was to replace GCS 635 

with another point solution, implement mobile, and integrate with GTech.  The third and final 636 

option, which was to implement an Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) system, implement 637 

mobile, and integrate with GTech, was the one chosen. 638 

Q. Please describe Project J01HZ – Mobile Work Management System 639 

Implementation. 640 

A. Project J01HZ is the implementation of the Mobile Work Management (MWM) system.  641 

Project J01HZ is a companion to Project J01HP, discussed previously.   642 

Q. Why is Project J01HZ necessary? 643 

A. It is required to support the implementation of EAM and provides mobile gas utility 644 

workers the ability to perform gas compliance activities through a tracking and documentation 645 

software application directly from their vehicles. 646 

Q. What work will Project J01HZ require? 647 

A. Project J01HZ includes all software, hardware, labor and consulting required to 648 

implement ClickSoftware MWM software. 649 

Q. When is Project J01HZ expected to be completed? 650 

A. Along with the EAM software, MWM software implementation will be completed by 651 

December 2014. 652 
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Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project J01HZ? 653 

A. The forecasted cost for Project J01HZ is $9,043,915. 654 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project J01HZ? 655 

A. Since this a companion to Project J01HP, no other alternatives than those previously 656 

discussed were considered.  Because a key objective of both projects is to improve gas records 657 

by eliminating the use of paper in data collection processes, a mobile field solution was required 658 

and no alternative was considered.   659 

Q. Please describe Project J00QW - Small Volume Gas Transport System.  660 

A. Project J00QW is for AIC to implement a Small Volume Gas Transport (SVT) System, 661 

should the Commission determine that the Company offer a SVT program. 662 

Q. Why is Project J00QW necessary? 663 

A. In Docket 11-0282 the Commission ordered workshops to commence within 60 days of 664 

the Order and to conclude after six months.  The Order further stated that if consensus was 665 

reached among stakeholders in the workshop process, the Company should file a Petition to 666 

begin a SVT program.   The workshop process ended on September 10, 2012, and AIC put forth 667 

a proposal to implement SVT.   No consensus was reached and therefore AIC did not file a 668 

Petition as stated in the Order.  Project J00QW to implement SVT is necessary should the 669 

Commission order AIC to implement such a program.  The Company also anticipates that a SVT 670 

program will substantially drive an increase in customer enrollment, similar to enrollments in 671 

electric aggregation programs, immediately upon the program’s availability.  The system 672 

changes and automation associated with Project J00QW will support the Company’s ability to 673 

meet customers’ needs. 674 
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Q. What work will Project J00QW require? 675 

A. If AIC is required to implement a SVT program, enhancements to the customer systems, 676 

and gas management and billing systems, will facilitate enrollments, gas management and 677 

billing. This includes new processes and systems to support SVT transportation for residential 678 

and small non-residential customers, including the ability for non-residential customers to 679 

migrate to and from SVT and general gas transportation.  Key among the new processes to 680 

support SVT is the capability to provide a Utility Consolidated Billing/Purchase of Receivables 681 

(UCB/POR) option to help minimize barriers to Suppliers’ enrolling and servicing residential 682 

and small non-residential customers.   The resulting additions will also provide a suite of 683 

interfacing systems to enable AIC to automate the enrollment and billing processes, hold or 684 

reduce staff time associated with the customer inquiries, and enhance customer satisfaction due 685 

to availability of customer data as well as the elimination of account splitting. Additionally, the 686 

development of the settlement functionality within the SVT suite of systems will allow the use of 687 

cycle meter reads for SVT customers, minimizing the impact of the program on meter reading 688 

schedules and costs.   689 

Q. When is Project J00QW expected to be completed? 690 

A. Project J00QW for SVT implementation will be completed by May 2014. 691 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project J00QW? 692 

A. The forecasted cost for SVT implementation is $7,009,320. 693 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project J00QW? 694 

A. No alternatives for Project J00QW were considered due to Commission statements in 695 

support of a SVT program in the Final Order in Docket No. 11-0282, the previous introduction 696 
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of gas government aggregation legislation, and interest in SVT from retail competitive suppliers.  697 

If the Commission declines to order an SVT program in this proceeding, the Company can 698 

suspend its SVT programming activities and expenditures. 699 

Q. Please describe Project 26122 – AIC Gas – 2014 Purchase Vehicles. 700 

A. Project 26122 is for AIC Gas to purchase vehicles in calendar year 2014. 701 

Q. Why is Project 26122 necessary? 702 

A. Project 26122 is necessary to replace vehicles and equipment that are at the end of their 703 

useful life and to optimize the life cycle of AIC’s gas fleet.  Optimizing the lifecycle of the assets 704 

is important in providing the lowest overall cost to operate.  Exceeding the lifecycle can cause 705 

maintenance and overall ownership costs to rise.   In 2012, AIC spent approximately $2.8 million 706 

to replace at or out of lifecycle vehicles and equipment. The Company plans on increasing these 707 

capital expenditures toward an objective of replacing all vehicle and equipment that are at or 708 

beyond their useful life and to optimize the lifecycle over the group classes during next 5-7 709 

years. 710 

Q. What work will Project 26122 require? 711 

A. Project 26122 will enable the purchase and replacement of company-owned vehicles and 712 

equipment that is nearing the end of its useful life.  The age of vehicles is the primary factor for 713 

replacement, along with mileage and hours of use. The replacements included in Project 26122 714 

include units that are outside of lifecycle parameters and are part of a plan to reduce out of 715 

lifecycle units during the next 5-7 years. 716 

Q. When is Project 26122 expected to be completed? 717 

A. AIC will purchase vehicles associated with Project 26122 by December 2014. 718 
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Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project 26122? 719 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 26122 is $6,999,305. 720 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 26122? 721 

A. The alternative considered is to maintain existing vehicles.  However, as vehicles become 722 

older, they require more maintenance. Eventually the major components of a vehicle will simply 723 

wear out and fail.  This option was rejected because it would cause fleet maintenance cost to rise 724 

rapidly.  Also, the risk of a vehicle experiencing an unexpected breakdown increases as the 725 

vehicle gets older, potentially affecting emergency and customer service response capability. 726 

Q. Please describe Project J01ZV – Gas System Enhancements. 727 

A. Project J01ZV, Gas System Enhancements, consolidates existing Unbundled Services 728 

Management System (USMS) functionality, as appropriate, along with implementing new 729 

processes and systems to support expanded use of general gas transportation services and 730 

consolidate billing/management systems into one central application.   731 

Q. Why is Project J01ZV necessary? 732 

A. Project J01ZV is necessary for AIC to enhance its basic gas transportation billing and 733 

management systems.  Systems were originally developed to support manual gas transportation 734 

enrollment, billing, and management processes that assumed that only 25 to 50 large industrial 735 

customers would transport gas; the current 4,742 transportation customers far exceed the 736 

assumed level of transportation activities.  Not only does the current level of transportation 737 

customer enrollment exceed AIC’s existing capabilities to efficiently enroll customers and 738 

administer to their billing and customer service needs following enrollment, the anticipated 739 

growth in near-term customer enrollment will further exacerbate existing inefficiencies.  Project 740 
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J01ZV for gas system enhancement provides best utility practice capabilities to AIC’s gas 741 

transportation billing and management systems. 742 

Q. What work will Project J01ZV require? 743 

A. Enhancements associated with Project J01ZV are designed to provide capabilities similar 744 

to what’s successfully used on the electric side of the business to support customer choice, since 745 

those processes have been proven effective in supporting large numbers of third-party supply 746 

transactions in an efficient manner.  Project J01ZV automates gas management interfaces with 747 

pipelines and suppliers, which provides for less labor-intensive integration of pipeline/supplier 748 

data into the Company’s gas transportation billing and management systems.  The investment 749 

will support revised enrollment, management and billing processes that are designed to limit 750 

O&M expenditures in future years. 751 

Q. When is Project J01ZV expected to be completed? 752 

A. Project J01ZV will be completed by November 2013. 753 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project J01ZV? 754 

A. The forecasted cost for Project J01ZV is $6,068,710. 755 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project J01ZV? 756 

A. Two alternatives for Project J01ZV were considered.  The first alternative was to place a 757 

limit on the number of gas transportation customers.  6.3% of the currently eligible customers 758 

(4,742 of 74,755 non-residential customers) participate in gas transportation.  However, given 759 

current and projected PGA pricing compared to market pricing, it is logical to anticipate 760 

incremental transportation participation of 20% of current numbers of customers annually in the 761 
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near term; hence this approach was rejected as not providing appropriate levels of customer 762 

satisfaction and support of choice. 763 

The second alternative was to keep the existing process and hire additional End User 764 

Transportation (EUT) and Customer Service staff to support the current process.  The current 765 

ratio is 4,742 gas transportation accounts to 5 EUT staff (948.4 accounts per staff).  Using that 766 

ratio as the assumption would mean as many as 73 added FTE's would be needed should all 767 

remaining eligible customers elect to transport gas.  Simply looking at the additional EUT FTE 768 

requirements to support near-term growth in transportation customers represents potential 769 

additional O&M impact of $7 million per year.  In addition, the current highly manual process 770 

also places additional manual work burdens on the customer management organization for 771 

billing, call handling, and meter reading. Regardless of the level of growth in transportation 772 

customers, the added O&M costs represent additional impediments to gas transportation, which 773 

is inconsistent with the Commission's support of choice in Docket 11-0282.  Continuation of 774 

labor intensive processes and continuing to place restrictions on the timing of customer 775 

transactions reduce customer satisfaction.   776 

The system enhancements and automation associated with Project J01ZV provide a more 777 

appropriate solution. 778 

Q. Please describe Project J01TC – Replace Approximately 4 Miles 16” Main on the 779 

100 Line – Phase I. 780 

A. Project J01TC replaces approximately four (4) miles of 16” transmission main on the 781 

AIC 100 Line to meet new pipeline safety requirements improve system integrity, and strengthen 782 

public safety. 783 
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Q. Why is Project J01TC necessary? 784 

A. Project J01TC will replace a 1930’s vintage gas transmission main originally installed 785 

and owned by Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company (PEPL) and acquired by AIC in the early 786 

1970’s.  The pipeline is known to have mechanical joint connections and has minimal pressure 787 

test and installation records, much of which was not required to be maintained during the time of 788 

installation.  The pipeline is integral to providing safe and reliable service to the City of Peoria 789 

and the entire regional load center and is needed to support peak day load and to fully utilize the 790 

existing delivery infrastructure, including the Glasford storage field.  The project is necessary to 791 

comply with PHMSA requirements.   792 

Q. What work will Project J01TC require? 793 

A. Project J01TC is for Phase I and replaces approximately four miles of transmission main.   794 

Q. When is Project J01TC expected to be completed? 795 

A. Project J01TC will be completed by September 2014.   796 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project J01TC? 797 

A. The forecasted cost for Project J01TC is $5,255,070. 798 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project J01TC? 799 

A. The pipeline is nearly 80 years old, at the end of its useful life, and constructed of 800 

materials and components that are not conducive to reestablishment of the MAOP according to 801 

current industry methods, standards and regulations.   No viable alternatives were considered.  802 

Q. Please describe Project 24441 – AIC Gas – 2013 Purchase Vehicles. 803 

A. Project 24441 is for AIC to purchase gas vehicles in calendar year 2013. 804 
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Q. Why is Project 24441 necessary? 805 

A. Project 24441 is necessary to replace vehicles and equipment that are at the end of their 806 

useful life and to optimize the life cycle of AIC’s gas fleet.  Optimizing the lifecycle of the assets 807 

is important in providing the lowest overall cost to operate.  Exceeding the lifecycle can cause 808 

maintenance and overall ownership costs to rise.   In 2012, AIC spent approximately $2.8 million 809 

to replace at or out of lifecycle vehicles and equipment.  The Company plans on increasing these 810 

capital expenditures toward an objective of replacing all vehicle and equipment that are at or 811 

beyond their useful life and to optimize the lifecycle over the group classes, during next 5-7 812 

years. 813 

Q. What work will Project 24441 require? 814 

A. Project 24441 will enable the purchase and replacement of company-owned vehicles and 815 

equipment that is nearing the end of its useful life.  The age of vehicles is the primary factor for 816 

replacement, along with mileage and hours of use. The replacements included in Project 24441 817 

include units that are outside of lifecycle parameters and are part of a plan to reduce out of 818 

lifecycle units during the next 5-7 years. 819 

Q. When is Project 24441 expected to be completed? 820 

A. Project 24441 is expected to be completed by December 2013. 821 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project 24441? 822 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 24441 is $4,500,600. 823 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 24441? 824 

A. The alternative considered is to maintain existing vehicles.  However, as vehicles become 825 

older, they require more maintenance. Eventually the major components of a vehicle will simply 826 
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wear out and fail.  This option was rejected because it would cause fleet maintenance costs to 827 

rise rapidly.  Also, the risk of a vehicle experiencing an unexpected breakdown increases as the 828 

vehicle gets older, potentially affecting emergency and customer service response capability.   829 

Q. Please describe Project 28211 – Illinois Network Redesign – Phase 3 830 

A. Phase 3 of the Illinois Network Redesign, Project 28211, includes approximately 30 sites 831 

in the eastern and southern portions of AIC’s service territory where the Company will replace 832 

obsolete communications equipment.   833 

Q. Why is Project 28211 necessary? 834 

A. Project 28211 is necessary in efforts to support a unified network across AIC, providing 835 

more reliable and flexible communication capability.  The project replaces aging 836 

communications backhaul technologies which have passed manufacturer support.  837 

Q. What work will Project 28211 require? 838 

A. Project 28211 includes supporting systems such as Supervisory Control and Data 839 

Acquisition (SCADA), Voice, and Data.  840 

Q. When is Project 28211 expected to be completed? 841 

A. Project 28211 will be completed by December 2013.   842 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project 28211? 843 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 28211 is $3,830,635. 844 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 28211? 845 

A. Several alternatives for Project 28211 were considered.  This includes a fully 846 

outsourced/leased approach, an AIC owned approach, and a hybrid ownership approach. 847 

Replacing the obsolete equipment was chosen as the most economical approach.  848 

Q. Please describe Project 28506 – Entegrate Replacement, Allegro. 849 

A. Project 28506 replaces AIC’s current gas management system, Entegrate, with another 850 

product, Allegro. 851 

Q. Why is Project 28506 necessary? 852 

A. Entegrate, AIC’s current gas supply management software has a software license that 853 

expires in May 2013.  Sungard, owner of the Entegrate software, will not support the Entegrate 854 

platform past May 2013 and had proposed to shift all Entegrate users to their new platform, 855 

Aligne.  Since a shift to Aligne would require a new license fee, AIC decided to explore other 856 

gas management systems with software vendors. 857 

Q. What work will Project 28506 require? 858 

A. Project 28506 requires the replacement of Entegrate with the Allegro gas management 859 

system.  860 

Q. When is Project 28506 expected to be completed? 861 

A. Project 28506 will be completed in January 2013. 862 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project 28506? 863 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 28506 is $2,976,230. 864 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 28506? 865 

A. The alternatives for Project 28506 were to go with the current vendor or pursue additional 866 

vendors of gas management system software; either way, a new license fee was required.  AIC 867 

evaluated competing bids from three potential software vendors: Allegro, Triple Point and 868 

Sungard.  Allegro was selected through the RFP process based on having the best technological 869 

solution and being the most cost efficient. Triple Point and Sungard were eliminated based on 870 

their cost and technology. 871 

Q. Please describe Project 28210 – Microwave Upgrades AIC – Phase 2. 872 

A. Phase 2 of the Microwave Upgrades, Project 28210, included approximately 30 sites 873 

across the central, western, and northwest portions of AIC’s service territory where the Company 874 

replaced obsolete communication equipment. 875 

Q. Why is Project 28210 necessary? 876 

A. Project 28210 was necessary in efforts to support a unified network across AIC, 877 

providing more reliable and flexible communication capability.  The project replaces aging 878 

communications backhaul technologies which have passed manufacturer support 879 

Q. What work will Project 28210 require? 880 

A. Project 28210 includes supporting systems such as Supervisory Control and Data 881 

Acquisition (SCADA), Voice and Data.  882 

Q. When was Project 28210 completed? 883 

A. Project 28210 was completed in December 2012. 884 
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Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project 28210? 885 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 28210 was $2,949,100. 886 

Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 28210? 887 

A. Several alternatives for Project 28210 were considered.  This includes a fully 888 

outsourced/leased approach, an AIC owned approach, and a hybrid ownership approach. 889 

Replacing the obsolete equipment was chosen as the most economical approach. 890 

Q. Please describe Project 29183 – Replace Compressor Hillsboro Storage Field. 891 

A. Project 29183 replaced one of three existing compressors at the Hillsboro Storage Field. 892 

Q. Why was Project 29183 necessary? 893 

A. Project 29183 was necessary because Compressor 1 had reached the end of its useful life 894 

and required replacement. 895 

Q. What work did Project 29183 require? 896 

A. Project 29183 required the replacement of Compressor 1 including the compressor, 897 

electric motor, and auxiliary equipment.   898 

Q. When was Project 29183 completed? 899 

A. Project 29183 was completed in July 2012. 900 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project 29183? 901 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 29183 is $2,481,870. 902 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 29183? 903 

A. Alternatives for Project 29183 included replacing the compressor with a like size or an 904 

upgraded size.  Additional consideration was given to replacing other auxiliary equipment such 905 

as motor, starter, or exciter. 906 

Q. Please describe Project 26844 – Relocate 8” Transmission Main on Rt. 37 near West 907 

Frankfort. 908 

A. With Project 26844, AIC relocated 16,261 feet of 8” gas transmission main as well 6,350 909 

feet of 2” distribution main and several services along Illinois Rt. 37. 910 

Q. Why is Project 26844 necessary? 911 

A. The project was necessary due to conflicts with Illinois Department of Transportation 912 

(IDOT) road improvement projects.  The 8” gas transmission main was located on IDOT right-913 

of-way and was in conflict with Illinois Rt. 37 improvements between Johnson City and West 914 

Frankfort.  The main was relocated at IDOT’s request. 915 

Q. What work did Project 26844 require? 916 

A. AIC relocated 16,261 feet of 8” gas transmission main and 6,350 feet of 2” distribution 917 

main and 46 services along Illinois Rt. 37 between West Frankfort and Johnson City. 918 

Q. When was Project 26844 completed? 919 

A. Project 26844 was completed in December 2010. 920 

Q. What was the forecasted cost for Project 26844? 921 

A. The forecasted cost for Project 26844 was $2,069,169. 922 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 26844? 923 

A. Removing the existing gas line from service would have been detrimental to the system 924 

and resulted in not being able to serve existing customers.   The line was required to provide 925 

service to AIC gas customers.  Constructing a line in a different location was not considered due 926 

to the short relocation timeline and the nature of the system configuration. 927 

Q. Please describe Project J01B8 – Pekin VFW Relocation. 928 

A. Project J01B8 - Pekin VFW Relocation – requires the relocation of existing 12 in. and 2 929 

in. main and one regulator station to accommodate a road improvement project. 930 

Q. Why is Project J01B8 necessary? 931 

A. Project J01B8 is necessary because the gas pipeline is in conflict with a City of Pekin 932 

road improvement project.  The gas main is located on public right-of-way on the existing road 933 

and must be relocated due to a conflict. 934 

Q. What work will Project J01B8 require? 935 

A. Project J01B8 requires relocating 9,950 feet of 12” of high pressure distribution gas 936 

main, 1,630 feet of 2” distribution gas main, and one regulator station. 937 

Q. When is Project J01B8 expected to be completed? 938 

A. Project J01B8 is expected to be completed by October 2014. 939 

Q. What is the forecasted cost for Project J01B8? 940 

A. The forecasted cost for Project J01B8 is $2,053,580. 941 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project J01B8? 942 

A. Removing the existing gas line from service would be detrimental to the system and 943 

result in not being able to serve existing customers.   Moving the line to another location would 944 

be more costly. 945 

Q. Please describe Project 24379 – Ashmore – Replace Compressor and Engine. 946 

A. Project 24379 involved replacing a compressor and engine at the Ashmore Storage Field. 947 

Q. Why was Project 24379 necessary? 948 

A. Project 24379 was necessary because the unit had become obsolete and it was determined 949 

the unit needed to be replaced. A contractor was hired to scope and analyze the engine and 950 

compressor at Ashmore Storage Field.  It was determined the compressor originally installed in 951 

1964 were beyond repair due to the cylinders on the engine and the valves on the compressor 952 

being scored.  It was also determined that further use of this unit without necessary repairs could 953 

lead to a catastrophic event.  Inquiries were made to find replacement parts for this unit and there 954 

were no longer available and the parts were no longer manufactured. 955 

Q. What work did Project 24379 require? 956 

A. Project 24379 required replacing the compressor. 957 

Q. When was Project 24379 completed? 958 

A. Project 24379 was completed in February 2010. 959 

Q. What was the cost for Project 24379? 960 

A. The cost for Project 24379 is $1,842,241. 961 
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Q. What alternatives were considered for Project 24379? 962 

A. Consideration was taken to rebuild the existing compressor but the cost exceeded the cost 963 

of an already rebuilt unit.  The decision was made to replace the unit with one similar to other 964 

recently replaced units for the purpose of having interchangeable parts available for maintenance 965 

purposes. 966 

Q. You mentioned above that AIC also budgets certain capital expenditures in Blanket 967 

Programs.  Why does AIC use Blanket Programs? 968 

A. Blanket Programs is a term used to describe many similar activities in which a high 969 

volume of individually minor or low-cost tasks is performed repetitiously or continuously.  Much 970 

of the core work on the gas systems is low-cost, high-volume, routine-type work that is 971 

repetitious in nature and performed consistently throughout the year.  Categorizing these 972 

investments under Blanket Programs enables management to group together the costs of 973 

individual tasks that otherwise would be spread out across many departments, activities, projects, 974 

or functions.  Grouping these tasks gives them higher management visibility and improves 975 

planning and budgeting and allows AIC to better analyze problems, opportunities, trends, and 976 

other attributes of the work, which are all important to ensuring good work management. 977 

Q. What processes are in place to ensure Blanket Program costs are prudently 978 

incurred? 979 

A. Blanket budgets are reviewed prior to budget approval to insure that budgeted costs can 980 

be supported and justified by historical spend, current economic trends related to economic 981 

growth or decline, material and fuel prices or other evidence that would lead to a material 982 

increase or decrease in the blanket costs projections as compared to historical spend.  After a 983 

blanket project has been approved in the budget, whenever there is a confirmed change in the 984 
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forecasted cost or scope, the work order must be revised and reapproved as soon as possible.  An 985 

approved revision must be obtained before the total spend pursuant to authorized purchase orders 986 

exceeds the approved work order expenditure limit except in extreme and unforeseen 987 

circumstances when immediate work is required to avoid adverse impacts on project safety, 988 

quality, or schedule.  The blanket cost change threshold applies when expected project costs vary 989 

from the spending limit authorized pursuant to the approved work order by 10% or $250,000, 990 

whichever is greater; or $500,000 or more, regardless of percentage.  The change in scope 991 

applies whenever there is a change affecting the project’s purpose, functional objectives, 992 

accounting treatment, or design requirements from that incorporated in the most recent approved 993 

revision of the Work Order, even if there has been no change in the expected project cost.  The 994 

Project Manager is responsible for using reasonable judgment to assess if a change has occurred. 995 

Q. Have you reviewed the forecasted Blanket Program costs for 2013 and 2014? 996 

A. Yes.  A comprehensive review was conducted prior to the 2013 and 2014 construction 997 

budgets being sent to the AIC Board of Directors for approval.  The review completed over the 998 

course of budget preparation would challenge increases or decreases in program budgeted 999 

amounts without necessary evidence to justify the change.  In addition, monthly reviews are 1000 

completed at an officer level, as well as between officers and managers, to discuss financial and 1001 

operational performance as compared to the budget.  Any revisions to existing work orders or 1002 

any new work orders must be approved by AIC management in accordance with Ameren’s 1003 

capital expenditure procedures. 1004 
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Q. Do you expect that the assets funded by the Blanket Programs will be used and 1005 

useful in serving AIC's gas customers? 1006 

A. Yes.  The assets installed under the provisions of these blanket work orders will be used 1007 

and useful in serving AIC's retail gas customers. 1008 

Q. Do you believe the Blanket Program assets will be necessary for 2013 and 2014 and 1009 

costs prudently incurred? 1010 

A. Yes.  Blanket work order projects are reviewed on a regular basis and are subject to the 1011 

Corporate Project Oversight Committee's policies.  Therefore I believe that the assets have been 1012 

and will continue to be necessary and costs prudently incurred. 1013 

Q. What are AIC's major gas Blanket Programs? 1014 

A. AIC’s largest gas Blanket Programs are: 1015 

• Blanket C3231 – Distribution Services New Business Gas  1016 

• Blanket C3162 – G40 T&D 1017 

• Blanket C3222 – Customer Requested Distribution Services -T&D GAS  1018 

• Blanket C3241 – Miscellaneous Distribution Services <100K - GAS  1019 

• Blanket C3245 – G47 Gas Regulation & Metering  1020 

• Blanket C3329 – G40 Gas Service Replacements  1021 

• Blanket C3233 – Distribution Services Government Relocation Gas  1022 

• Blanket C3164 – G70 – Gas Storage 1023 
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Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3231 – Distribution Services New 1024 

Business Gas? 1025 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3231 are for the installation of new gas mains, services, 1026 

and customer metering facilities associated with new customers’ additions or existing customer 1027 

expansions served from the gas distribution system. 1028 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3162 –G40 T&D? 1029 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3162 are for the installation of mains, services, regulator 1030 

stations, and related equipment on gas distribution and transmission systems.   1031 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3222 – Customer Requested 1032 

Distribution Services -T&D GAS? 1033 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3222 are for customer requested work including 1034 

relocations, extensions, and removals of mains, services and metering facilities. 1035 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3241 – Miscellaneous Distribution 1036 

Services <100K - GAS? 1037 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3241 are for general gas distribution system improvement, 1038 

reinforcement, and repair projects on existing gas facilities including replacement, 1039 

reinforcement, and renewal of mains, services, and associated equipment resulting from issues 1040 

such as main leakage, piping erosion, and low pressure support reinforcement to ensure 1041 

continuity and reliability of gas service. 1042 
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Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3245 –G47 Gas Regulation & 1043 

Metering? 1044 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3245 are the installation, renewal, and rehabilitation of 1045 

pressure control, flow control, gas conditioning, odorization, and non-customer metering work.  1046 

Included in this work are pipe, valves, regulators, meters, odorizers, buildings, and associated 1047 

equipment necessary for the conditioning and control of gas at distribution regulator stations.  1048 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3329 –G40 Gas Service 1049 

Replacements? 1050 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3329 are for the identification, removal and replacement, 1051 

and mapping of gas services and gas risers constructed with material or methods that are beyond 1052 

their useful life.  1053 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3233 – Distribution Services 1054 

Government Relocation Gas? 1055 

A. Activities funded by Blanket C3233 are for the relocation of gas mains and services that 1056 

are installed on public property.  The relocation is at the request of the jurisdictional government 1057 

entity. 1058 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3164 – G70 – Gas Storage? 1059 

A. The types of activities that are funded by Blanket C3164 are condition-based 1060 

replacements of facilities and equipment such as piping, valves, electronics, uninterruptable 1061 

power supplies, odorizer equipment, gas and fire protection replacement, separator replacements, 1062 

and chromatograph equipment.   Reliability related activities would include installing or 1063 

replacing fluid level recorders, pressure recorders, moisture analyzers. Compression-related 1064 
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activities would include replacing jacket water coolers, after cooler replacements, and lubricator 1065 

installations.     1066 

Q. Are there any other Blanket Programs worth mentioning? 1067 

A. Yes.  They are: 1068 

• Blanket C3243 – Gas Integrity Work  1069 

• Blanket J01RJ – DIMP A&A Facility Replacement    1070 

• Blanket J00XL – Regulation & Metering - Transmission  1071 

• Blanket J01Z1 – Advanced Metering Gas 1072 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket C3243 –Gas Integrity Work? 1073 

A. Activities funded by blanket C3243 are for targeted renewal of facilities such as 1074 

replacement of mains, services, valves, cased pipe, and other safety, reliability and integrity 1075 

improvement projects identified through the normal course of business including pipeline safety 1076 

inspections.    1077 

Q. What types of activities are funded by J01RJ – DIMP A&A Facility Replacement? 1078 

A. Activities funded by blanket J01RJ are for work specifically identified from the AIC 1079 

DIMP program for the mitigation of prioritized threats and risks to the gas distribution system. 1080 

The activities include the replacement of gas mains, services, and regulation equipment 1081 

identified as Additional or Accelerated (A&A) within the AIC DIMP.     1082 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket J00XL – Regulation & Metering - 1083 

Transmission? 1084 

A. Activities funded by blanket J00XL are the installation, renewal, and rehabilitation of 1085 

pressure control, flow control, gas conditioning, odorization, and non-customer requested 1086 
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metering work.  Included in this work are pipe, valves, regulators, meters, odorizers, buildings, 1087 

and associated equipment necessary for the conditioning and control of gas at transmission 1088 

regulator stations.  1089 

Q. What types of activities are funded by Blanket J01Z1– Advanced Metering Gas?   1090 

A. J01Z1 includes costs and activities required to support deployment of advanced metering 1091 

infrastructure (AMI) technology for meters for AIC gas customers.  It includes but is not limited 1092 

to the following items:  installation, configuration and customization of the AMI metering and 1093 

communications systems; implementation costs associated with the IT systems and integration 1094 

hardware, software, development, security and project management, as well as the ongoing 1095 

maintenance of these systems; program management activities; and start-up and on-going 1096 

operations for supporting AMI activities. 1097 

Q. Is there any other pertinent information or discussion on AIC's planned installation 1098 

of AMI technology on existing gas meters? 1099 

A. Yes.  For a more detailed discussion of the installation of AMI technology on existing gas 1100 

meters, please see Mr. Ryan Ellen’s testimony (Ameren Exhibit 10.0). 1101 

V. OPERATING EXPENSES 1102 

Q. What are the major components of AIC's operating expenses included in the 1103 

revenue requirement? 1104 

A. Major components of AIC's operating expenses include Gas Distribution Expenses 1105 

(Operation and Maintenance), Gas Transmission Expense, Gas Storage Expenses, Customer 1106 

Accounts Expenses (Operation), Customer Service and Informational Expenses (Operation) and 1107 

Administrative and General (A&G) Expenses (Operation and Maintenance).  My testimony will 1108 
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discuss generally the forecasted Gas Distribution, Transmission and Gas Storage Expenses that 1109 

AIC has included in the revenue requirement for this case. 1110 

Q. Have you reviewed the Distribution, Transmission and Gas Storage Expenses 1111 

budgeted for 2014? 1112 

A. Yes.   1113 

Q. Do you believe the budgeted Distribution, Transmission and Gas Storage Expenses 1114 

will be necessary for 2014 and prudently incurred? 1115 

A. Yes.  The operating expenses for the budgeted Distribution, Transmission, and Gas 1116 

Storage activities are necessary and prudent in order to comply with requirements and to keep 1117 

these systems safe and reliable.   1118 

Q. What are some of the principal activities or categories of expense that comprise the 1119 

budgeted Distribution Expense?  1120 

A. Some of the principal activities that comprise the budgeted Distribution Expense are: 1121 

• Customer Leak Response 1122 

• Customer Meter Management 1123 

• Pipeline Safety Inspections and Maintenance 1124 

• Leak Survey and Leak Management 1125 

• Gas System General Maintenance 1126 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Customer Leak Response? 1127 

A. Customer Leak Response activities involve the response to customer calls for an inside or 1128 

outside gas odor.  The activities require Company resources necessary to provide 24-hour 1129 

coverage to ensure a prompt and effective response to any customer location in AIC territory.  1130 
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The activity crosses numerous organizations, including customer contact center, distribution 1131 

dispatch operations, and the field gas service organization.  The field investigation requires 1132 

highly trained technicians to investigate for the presence of gas inside, outside, and near the 1133 

complaint location, and respond accordingly to each situation.  The activity is a federal and state 1134 

pipeline safety requirement and is necessary to provide safe and reliable gas service to AIC 1135 

customers and the public.     1136 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Customer Meter Management? 1137 

A. Customer Meter Management involves activities related to gas customer meters including 1138 

meter reading, meter exchanges, account turn-on and turn-off, and failed meter investigations, 1139 

meter inspection and calibrations, and meter removals.  All meter management activities are 1140 

performed at the customer premise.  The work involves trained and qualified technicians to 1141 

perform varied level tasks related to the specific activity.  Meter reading requires a site visit to 1142 

gather meter read data for non-AMR locations.  AMR locations require less frequent visits and 1143 

are primarily to perform maintenance or replacements.  Meter turn-ons, exchanges, and stuck 1144 

meters are more complex and may require entrance to the customer premise to perform a re-light 1145 

of appliances.  Meter removals require disconnect and retrieval of the physical meter. 1146 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Pipeline Safety Inspections and 1147 

Maintenance? 1148 

A. Distribution  Pipeline Safety Inspections and Maintenance work involves the scheduled 1149 

monitoring and inspections of gas system facilities including inspection and maintenance of 1150 

distribution system valves, regulator stations, metering facilities, pressure monitoring facilities, 1151 

patrolling of pipelines, and monitoring of cathodic protection levels and associated  corrosion 1152 
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control equipment.  The activities performed are requirements of the federal and state pipeline 1153 

safety regulations and must be performed on predefined schedules to maintain compliance. 1154 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Leak Survey and Leak 1155 

Management? 1156 

A. Leak Survey is another pipeline safety function and is a process of inspecting gas mains 1157 

and services for indications of leakage.  All gas facilities must be surveyed on a cycle, depending 1158 

on the facility, between 1 and 4 years.  Most surveys are performed by walking over the mains 1159 

and services with a leak detection instrument.  When leaks are discovered, they are documented 1160 

and graded for severity and potential hazard.  Severe leaks are repaired immediately; minor 1161 

leaks, that are non-hazardous, maybe repaired or may be monitored.  Monitored leaks must be 1162 

rechecked on defined schedules to verify that the severity of the leak has not changed.  Leak 1163 

Management requires highly trained and qualified technicians to perform the field task and 1164 

complex tracking tools to ensure all leaks are accurately tracked and monitored. 1165 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Gas System General Maintenance? 1166 

A. General Maintenance of gas systems includes the repair of facility leaks, maintenance of 1167 

pipeline markers and signs, and painting and repairing above ground piping to prevent corrosion.  1168 

The locating of underground facilities in compliance with the Illinois JULIE one-call system as 1169 

well as Watch and Protect damage prevention activities are critical support activities for the of 1170 

the safety and integrity of buried gas pipelines. System maintenance also includes clearing and 1171 

vegetation management of distribution system pipeline rights of ways and of key facility 1172 

locations to ensure accessibility for surveys, patrols, and access in the event of an emergency.   1173 
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Q. Can you identify the approximate expenses associated with some of the Distribution 1174 

O&M work that AIC has planned for 2014?  1175 

A. As identified above, AIC performs numerous customer service and metering related 1176 

operations and maintenance activities such as gas leak response, meter turn-ons and exchanges, 1177 

and meter and regulator set inspections as part of providing safe and reliable service to its 1178 

customers.  Additionally, as part of providing natural gas service, AIC performs extensive, 1179 

periodic operations and maintenance inspections as outlined in the U.S. Department of 1180 

Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) regulations to 1181 

maintain the safety and integrity of the gas systems.  These activities are predominantly 1182 

performed by AIC engineering, field operations and supervisory personnel, and would include 1183 

the associated costs for materials, equipment, tools, fuel, etc.  In addition, AIC also relies on 1184 

outside resources, including contactors, to perform certain inspections and other pipeline safety 1185 

related activities.  The purpose of these activities is to strengthen pipeline safety and improve 1186 

system integrity, comply with federal and state pipeline safety regulations, and maintain safe and 1187 

reliable service to our customers. 1188 

The following are some of the Distribution O&M activities planned for 2014 and the 1189 

approximate associated expenses budgeted for each activity: 1190 

• AIC engineering, field operations, and supervisory personnel and associated 1191 
expenses including vehicles, materials and equipment for gas apprentice and 1192 
journeyman training, operator qualification, quality assurance, gas standards, 1193 
materials, and procedures administration, and pipeline safety compliance and 1194 
administration - $2,900,000 1195 

• Integrity management program main and service repairs of existing gas leaks and 1196 
repair of facilities including service tees that are identified as a potential system 1197 
integrity risk - $1,300,000 1198 

• Integrity management program facility data development and conversion 1199 
including field surveys to collect detailed system data - $1,100,000 1200 
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• Enterprise Asset Management and mobile workforce management software 1201 
development for managing and completing required pipeline safety inspections 1202 
and maintenance - $1,500,000 1203 

• Clearing (tree and brush removal) of rural high pressure distribution pipeline 1204 
easements and rights of way -  $1,200,000 1205 

• Sewer cross bore inspections of sewer laterals and mains -  $550,000 1206 

• Integrity management Watch and Protect third-party excavation damage 1207 
prevention - $1,500,000 1208 

• Painting of above ground facilities, including meters sets and regulator stations, 1209 
for atmospheric corrosion mitigation and lead paint abatement - $1,000,000 1210 

• Gas facility locates in response to J.U.L.I.E. excavation requests - $3,200,000  1211 

• Performing gas leak surveys on distribution mains, services, and other facilities - 1212 
$600,000 1213 

Q. What Distribution activities will be funded by the remaining Distribution Expense 1214 

budgeted for 2014? 1215 

A. The remaining Distribution Expense budgeted for 2014 will support AIC engineering, 1216 

field operations, and supervisory personnel and associated expenses including vehicles, materials 1217 

and equipment to perform ongoing customer service and metering related functions and to 1218 

perform ongoing pipeline safety inspections, operations and maintenance activities including 1219 

pipeline patrols, regulator station, valves, odorizer equipment, and corrosion control inspections. 1220 

This also includes managing and providing oversight of outside contracted resources. 1221 

Q. What are some of the principal activities or categories of expense that comprise 1222 

AIC's budgeted Transmission Expenses?  1223 

A. Principal activities that comprise the budgeted Transmission Expenses are: 1224 

• Integrity Management Assessments and Excavations 1225 

• Class Location and HCA Verification 1226 
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• Pipeline Safety Inspections and Maintenance 1227 

• Rights of Way Clearing and Maintenance 1228 

• Integrity Management Mapping, Records and Facility Data Development 1229 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Integrity Management Assessments 1230 

and Excavations? 1231 

A. Baseline assessments for pipe within an HCA were completed between 2004 and 2012.  1232 

The AIC TIMP program requires on-going reassessment of transmission pipe within an HCA 1233 

every seven years from the baseline assessment date.  Pipe due for reassessment involves 1234 

performing field level surveys to identify any potential anomalies and then requires field 1235 

excavations to verify any findings or potential indications.  Mitigation plans are developed for 1236 

any indications discovered during the process.  Detailed documentation must be maintained on 1237 

all aspects of the assessment process and for all excavations in accordance with pipeline safety 1238 

regulations.      1239 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Class Location and HCA 1240 

verification? 1241 

A. This TIMP related activity involves the gathering of data and mapping information for all 1242 

transmission pipelines to establish the boundary and precise location of any dwelling or business 1243 

in proximity to the transmission pipelines.  The activity requires precision mapping as well as 1244 

field verification to identify and confirm any changes to class location boundaries or HCA 1245 

regions.  Detailed documentation must be maintained along with determining any changes to 1246 

compliance activities, such as line patrolling or changes to TIMP program assessments as a result 1247 

of the activity.   1248 
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Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Pipeline Safety Inspections and 1249 

Maintenance? 1250 

A. This activity supports the federal and state pipeline safety requirements for activities such 1251 

as annual leak survey and patrol of all transmission pipelines, inspection of emergency valves, 1252 

and inspection of transmission regulator stations.  Also included are inspections and remediation 1253 

of atmospheric corrosion on above ground transmission piping and regulator stations.     1254 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by Rights of Way Clearing and 1255 

Maintenance? 1256 

A. This activity supports the vegetation management of the transmission pipelines rights of 1257 

way and easements to insure they are accessible for surveys, patrols, and inspections as well as 1258 

emergencies. This activity also includes management and prevention of rights of way and 1259 

easement encroachments, conflicts, and marking of the location of the facilities.  Prevention of 1260 

encroachments is necessary to prevent damage, maintain system reliability, and protect the safety 1261 

of the public and AIC’s customers. 1262 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by integrity management mapping, 1263 

records and facility data development? 1264 

A. This activity supports the ongoing collection, review, updating, and development of data 1265 

maintained in the AIC mapping, integrity, and information systems.  Activities include field 1266 

surveys to collect GPS survey coordinates, pipeline facility attributes, and surrounding facility 1267 

locations and details which are required to perform accurate and effective system integrity 1268 

analysis and reviews.   1269 
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Q. Can you identify the approximate expenses associated with some of the 1270 

Transmission O&M work planned for 2014?  1271 

A. As identified above, AIC performs numerous operations and maintenance activities 1272 

including, rights of way clearing, leak surveys, HCA identification, TIMP assessments and other 1273 

activities as outlined in the U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Material 1274 

Safety Administration (PHMSA) regulations to maintain the safety and integrity of the gas 1275 

systems.  These activities are performed by AIC engineering, field operations and supervisory 1276 

personnel and would include the associated costs of materials, equipment, tools, fuel, etc.  In 1277 

addition, AIC also relies on outside resources, including contactors, to perform certain 1278 

inspections and other pipeline safety activities.  The purpose of these activities is to strengthen 1279 

pipeline safety and improve system integrity, comply with federal and state pipeline safety 1280 

regulations, and maintain safe and reliable service to our customers.  1281 

The following are some of the Transmission O&M activities planned for 2014 and the 1282 

approximate associated expenses budgeted for each activity: 1283 

• Integrity management program facility assessments and confirmatory 1284 
excavations for HCA’s and Class 3 locations - $1,200,000 1285 

• Integrity management activities including rights of way encroachment, pipeline 1286 
erosion mitigation and class location identification - $500,000 1287 

• Integrity management program facility data development and conversion 1288 
including field surveys to collect detailed system data - $1,300,000 1289 

• Clearing (tree and brush removal) of transmission pipeline easements and rights 1290 
of way - $350,000 1291 

• Enterprise Asset Management and mobile workforce management software 1292 
development for managing and completing required pipeline safety inspections 1293 
and maintenance - $170,000 1294 

• Performing gas leak surveys on transmission mains, services and other facilities - 1295 
$140,000 1296 
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Q. What Transmission activities will be funded by the remaining Transmission 1297 

expenses budgeted for 2014? 1298 

A. The remaining Transmission Expense budgeted for 2014 will support AIC engineering, 1299 

field operations, and supervisory personnel and associated expenses including vehicles, materials 1300 

and equipment to perform pipeline safety inspections, operations and maintenance including 1301 

regulator station, valves, odorizer equipment, corrosion control, and integrity management. This 1302 

also includes managing and providing oversight of outside contracted resources. 1303 

Q. What are some of the principal activities or categories of expense that comprise 1304 

AIC's budgeted Gas Storage Expenses?  1305 

A. Some of the principal activities or categories that comprise the budgeted Gas Storage 1306 

Expense are: 1307 

• Purification of the gas withdrawn from storage to ensure the gas is pipeline 1308 
quality 1309 

• Logging of storage wells to ensure the integrity of the well bore 1310 

• Well work overs to maintain well deliverability performance which can decline 1311 
naturally over time 1312 

• Well Testing to provide information on well deliverability performance 1313 

• Wellhead maintenance to ensure valves and facilities are properly maintained 1314 
and to modify wellheads to facilitate logging and well testing 1315 

• Reservoir modeling to analyze the performance of the storage reservoir  1316 

• Painting of facilities to prevent and mitigate atmospheric corrosion 1317 

• Gathering line integrity management program 1318 
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Q. What types of activities are typically funded by purification? 1319 

A. Purification activities involve removing the contaminants from the natural gas withdrawn 1320 

from gas storage.  One major component is the dehydration (removal of water) of the natural gas 1321 

when it is withdrawn from the storage field.  Another major component involves the removal of 1322 

H2S at storage facility locations in which the withdrawal gas contains H2S.   1323 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by logging? 1324 

A. The logging of gas wells is performed to evaluate the integrity of gas wells utilizing 1325 

logging tools inserted into the wells.  AIC typically performs neutron and Vertilog logging.  The 1326 

neutron logging identifies the presence of gas outside the immediate well bore.  The Vertilog 1327 

logging identifies if there is metal loss in the well casing.     1328 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by well work overs? 1329 

A. A well work over typically involves acidization of the producing formation to remove 1330 

scale or other contaminants that can naturally develop over time and reduce the deliverability 1331 

performance of a gas well.  A work over can also include the re-perforation of a gas well in the 1332 

producing formation to re-establish communication with the reservoir, which is another cause of 1333 

declining well performance.  1334 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by well testing? 1335 

A. The testing of a gas well involves flowing natural gas while taking precise measurements 1336 

to determine the current performance and capabilities of the well.  These results are compared to 1337 

past tests and data to determine if there has been a loss of well deliverability performance over 1338 

time.   1339 
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Q. What types of activities are typically funded by wellhead maintenance? 1340 

A. Well head maintenance includes the replacement of valves and other equipment on 1341 

wellheads that no longer function or do not allow for well work overs and testing to completed.  1342 

It also includes other activities related to the ongoing maintenance of the well such as methanol 1343 

pump change outs, separator cleanouts, valve maintenance, filter change outs, and water level 1344 

controller maintenance.   1345 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by reservoir modeling? 1346 

A. Complex engineering studies are performed on the storage field reservoir to determine 1347 

the reservoir performance and to assure the optimal operation of the reservoir.  Reservoir models 1348 

are utilized to confirm gas in storage volumes, model injection and withdrawal schedules to aid 1349 

in the determination of optimal rates, confirm working volumes, minimize gas migration, and 1350 

explain differences in reservoir readings over time.   1351 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by painting? 1352 

A. Above ground facilities require painting on a periodic basis in order to prevent external 1353 

(atmospheric) corrosion of the facilities.  External corrosion is a threat to the integrity of the 1354 

system and can lead to leakage or limit the useful life of a facility.  1355 

Q. What types of activities are typically funded by gathering line integrity? 1356 

A. Gathering line integrity involves the operations and maintenance related to gathering line 1357 

facilities at the storage fields.  These include water testing, gas testing, nondestructive testing, 1358 

internal corrosion coupon evaluation and monitoring, and the evaluation of the information to 1359 

prioritize facility condition. 1360 
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Q. Can you identify the approximate expenses associated with some of the Storage 1361 

O&M work planned for 2014?  1362 

A. As identified above, AIC performs numerous operations and maintenance activities such 1363 

as purification, logging, well work overs, well testing, and wellhead maintenance.  These 1364 

activities are performed by AIC engineering, field operations and supervisory personnel and 1365 

would include the associated costs of materials, equipment, tools, fuel, etc.  In addition, AIC also 1366 

utilizes outside resources, including contactors and consultants to perform certain activities.  The 1367 

purpose of these activities is to strengthen pipeline safety and improve system integrity, comply 1368 

with federal and state pipeline safety regulations, and maintain safe and reliable service to our 1369 

customers. 1370 

The following are some of the Storage O&M activities planned for 2014 and the 1371 

approximate associated expenses budgeted for each activity:   1372 

• Purification of the gas withdrawn from storage including removal of water, other 1373 
liquids, and H2S - $650,000 1374 

• Logging of storage wells including identifying the identification of corrosion  - 1375 
$1,825,000 1376 

• Well work overs to maintain well deliverability performance - $725,000 1377 

• Well testing to obtain information on well deliverability performance - $250,000 1378 

• Wellhead maintenance to facilitate logging activities - $1,100,000 1379 

• Reservoir modeling to analyze the overall performance of the reservoir - 1380 
$250,000 1381 

• Painting of facilities to prevent and mitigate atmospheric corrosion - $175,000 1382 

• Gathering line integrity program execution - $500,000 1383 
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Q. What Storage activities will be funded by the remaining Storage expenses budgeted 1384 

for 2014? 1385 

A. The remaining Storage expense budgeted for 2014 will support Storage field operations 1386 

and maintenance activities including well, equipment, electronics, compressors, regulators, 1387 

valves, odorizer equipment, and station piping and gathering lines. This includes AIC 1388 

engineering, field operations, and supervisory personnel and associated expenses including lease 1389 

payments, vehicles, materials and equipment to perform and manage the work as well as provide 1390 

oversight of outside contracted resources.  1391 

VI. CONCLUSION 1392 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 1393 

A. Yes, it does.1394 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
STEPHEN R. COLYER 

I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Petroleum Engineering from The University 

of Tulsa in 1988.  I joined Central Illinois Public Service Company  in September 1991 as a Gas 

System Design Engineer in CIPS’ Gas Department located in Springfield, Illinois.  Prior to my 

employment at CIPS, I worked as a Project Engineer for an engineering services and software 

development company in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 

In 1996, I transferred to Union Electric Company where I worked in Jefferson City, 

Missouri as a Senior Gas Engineer.  In 1999, I was named Supervising Engineer with 

responsibilities that included operation of the Mexico, Missouri gas meter shop, gas engineering 

support for the Union Electric District operations, and pipeline safety compliance that was 

overseen by the Missouri Public Service Commission.   

In March 2001, I returned to Springfield, Illinois as General Supervisor of Ameren’s Gas 

Operations Support Department and was named Manager, Gas Operations Support in May 2002 

with responsibility for gas engineering and operations support for both AmerenUE and 

AmerenCIPS and gas storage field engineering and operations.   

In October 2007, I was named Director, Gas Operations for the Ameren Illinois Utilities 

and am currently the Senior Director, Gas Operations and Services for Ameren Illinois.  I am 

responsible for overseeing various components of the Ameren Illinois natural gas business, 

including gas transmission and distribution engineering and design, gas storage field engineering 

and operations, pipeline safety compliance and administration, gas transmission and distribution 

integrity management, gas system planning, corrosion control, pressure control, odorization, 
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field meter testing, gas apprentice training and qualification, quality assurance, gas standards and 

materials, gas control operations, and fleet services maintenance and acquisition. 

 


